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Vapor phase lubrication (VPL) has been proposed as a method for lubrication of high temperature engines. During VPL,

lubricants such as tricresylphosphate (TCP), (CH3–C6H4O)3P=O, are delivered through the vapor phase to high temperature

engine parts and react on their surfaces to deposit a thin, solid, lubricating film. Although ceramics such as SiC are desirable

materials for high temperature applications, their surfaces are unreactive for the decomposition of TCP and thus not amenable to

VPL. As a means of activating the SiC surface for TCP decomposition we have used chemical vapor deposition of Fe from

Fe(CO)5. Modification of the SiC surface with adsorbed Fe accelerates subsequent decomposition of TCP and deposition of P and

C onto the surface. In the temperature range 500–800 K, m-TCP decomposes more readily on Fe-coated SiC surfaces than on SiC

surfaces. The C and P deposition rates depend on the thickness of the Fe film and are further enhanced by oxidation of the Fe. This

work provides a proof-of-concept demonstration of the feasibility of using VPL for ceramics.
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1. Introduction

The development of high efficiency engines operating
at extremely high temperatures requires the use of
lubricants that can endure temperatures over 800 K.
Traditional liquid lubricants have a temperature limit of
650 K even under the most favorable conditions [1–3].
Solid lubricants can be used for high temperature
applications, but are limited by the lack of a mechanism
for replenishment following sliding wear. In order to
overcome these difficulties, vapor phase lubrication
(VPL) has been proposed as a method for the lubrica-
tion of high temperature engine components [1,2,4–6].
In this method, a vapor lubricant is continuously
delivered by a carrier gas to hot engine components and
reacts on their surfaces to deposit a thin, solid, lubri-
cating film which protects the engine surfaces from
sliding wear. The most widely studied vapor phase
lubricants are phosphorus containing organics, includ-
ing arylphosphates such as tricresylphosphate (TCP),
(CH3–C6H4O)3P=O. These phosphates are thought to
function by decomposing on reactive metal surfaces,
such as Fe and Cu, to form polyphosphate films which
contain small graphitic particles [7,8]. The resulting
carbon/phosphorus film provides effective lubrication
[9–11].

Metals and alloys used in conventional engines have
low strength and poor oxidation resistance when oper-
ated at high temperatures. In comparison, ceramic

materials such as SiC and Si3N4 should be ideal mate-
rials for high temperature engine applications because
they have many desirable high temperature properties,
including high physical strength, low density, and good
chemical stability [6,10,12,13]. Furthermore, the densi-
ties of ceramics are about 40% those of metals, thus
reducing engine weight and improving efficiency.
Lubrication of ceramics through the vapor phase or
otherwise is, however, a difficult problem. Ceramics are
chemically inert and as a consequence lubricants do not
react readily on their surfaces [14,15]. One solution to
this problem might be to activate ceramic surfaces with
Fe or other metals which are known to react with vapor
lubricants such as TCP [16]. If the metal were co-
deposited with the lubricant from the vapor phase, then
the metal activation process could be integrated into the
overall scheme for VPL.

Previous research has studied the surface chemistry of
trimethylphosphite, (CH3O)3P, as a simple model for
TCP, on SiC surfaces modified by Fe. That study
showed that the presence of Fe on the SiC surface
significantly enhanced the decomposition of trim-
ethylphosphite [16]. In this work we have adsorbed
m-TCP on SiC surfaces modified by deposition of Fe.
m-TCP reacts more readily on Fe-coated SiC surfaces
than on clean SiC surfaces. The surface chemistry of
m-TCP on the Fe modified SiC surface is similar to that
of m-TCP on the surfaces of Fe foils. On Fe foil it has
been proposed that m-TCP decomposes via P–O bond
scission to generate methylphenoxy intermediates, CH3–
C6H4O–, and adsorbed P atoms [17]. During heating to
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800 K, the methylphenoxy intermediates are either
hydrogenated to desorb as m-cresol, CH3–C6H4–OH, or
decompose further to produce tolyl intermediates, CH3–
C6H4–. Some of the tolyl intermediates are hydroge-
nated to desorb as toluene, CH3–C6H5, but the majority
decompose completely resulting in H2 and CO desorp-
tion and C deposition onto the Fe surface. On the Fe
modified SiC surface, the majority of the m-TCP
decomposes through C–O bond scission to produce tolyl
intermediates. Subsequently, tolyl intermediates are
either hydrogenated to toluene or decompose further
depositing carbon onto the surface, as they do on the Fe
surface.

The work presented in this paper demonstrates the
feasibility of activating SiC surfaces for m-TCP
decomposition by using Fe(CO)5 for chemical vapor
deposition of Fe. During steady state exposure to the
surface at high temperature, m-TCP is shown to
decompose more readily on Fe/SiC surfaces than on
clean SiC surfaces. The C and P deposition rates depend
on the thickness of the Fe film and are accelerated by
oxidation of the Fe. This work provides a proof-
of-concept demonstration of the feasibility of using Fe
CVD in conjunction with TCP for VPL of ceramics.

2. Experimental

All experiments were conducted in a stainless steel
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure
of <10)9 Torr. The chamber was equipped with an ion
sputter gun for surface cleaning by argon ion (Ar+)
bombardment, a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS)
for monitoring desorbing species during temperature
programmed reaction spectroscopy (TPRS). A cylin-
drical mirror analyzer (CMA) was used for Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES) to monitor the deposition
of C and P onto the SiC surface during exposure to
m-TCP. Standard leak valves were used to introduce
high vapor pressure compounds, such as iron penta-
carbonyl, Fe(CO)5, into the UHV chamber for exposure
to the SiC surface. A high mass doser was used for the
adsorption of m-TCP which has a vapor pressure of only
10)9 Torr at room temperature [18]. This high mass
doser consists of a long (�40 � 1.25 cm diameter) col-
limating tube with a heated glass sample vial at one end.
In order to expose the sample surface to low vapor
pressure materials, the tube can be inserted into the
vacuum chamber through a gate valve and positioned
immediately in front of the sample.

The sample was an n-doped 6H–SiC single crystal
purchased from Cree Research, Inc. and cut into a
10 � 10 mm square. The SiC sample was clamped to a
tantalum plate mounted by Ta wires to a liquid nitrogen
reservoir on a UHV manipulator. The sample could be
cooled to 150 K or heated resistively to higher than
1000 K. During heating the temperature was measured

using a K-type thermocouple spot-welded to the back of
the Ta plate. The initial cleaning of the SiC sample was
achieved by repeated cycles of Ar+ ion bombardment
followed by annealing to 1000 K. Routine sample
preparation was accomplished by 1.0 keV Ar+ ion
sputtering for 50 min at 200 K followed by annealing at
850 K for 5 min. The Ar+ ion sputtering and annealing
process does not produce a stoichiometric, single crys-
talline SiC surface. It leaves the surface with many
defects and an excess of carbon because the Si prefer-
entially evaporates during annealing [19–22]. The
cleaning treatment does, however, remove the C, P, and
Fe deposited during the course of experiments and does
create a highly reproducible surface. Since the objective
of this study is to model a process that occurs under
highly non-ideal conditions it was not deemed necessary
that the initial surface be perfectly clean or single crys-
talline.

Activation of the SiC surfacewithFewas performed by
exposing it toFe(CO)5 vapor at a pressure of 2�10)8 Torr
and a sample temperature of 600 K. Exposure for 12 min
under these conditions was sufficient to deposit an Fe film
on the SiC surface with an Fe:Si elemental ratio of about
1.7:1 as determined by AES and using elemental
sensitivities of 0.21 for Fe and 0.35 for Si. For some
experiments theFemodifiedSiC surfacewas intentionally
oxidized by exposing it to oxygen at a pressure of
2 � 10)8 Torr for 5 min with the SiC surface held at
800 K.

To perform TPRS experiments, the sample was first
sputtered, annealed and then cooled to 160 K. m-TCP
was heated to 343 K (70 �C) in the glass vial of the high
mass doser to increase its vapor pressure and generate a
useful flux from the end of the collimating tube. The
tube was moved into the chamber to position its end
approximately 5 mm from the sample surface. Under
these conditions, the m-TCP vapor can be adsorbed
onto the sample surface without undue contamination
of the UHV chamber. After adsorption of the m-TCP,
the sample was positioned in front of the QMS and
heated at a constant rate of 2 K/s. During heating, the
QMS monitored the signals at five mass-to-charge ratios
(m/q) simultaneously as a function of temperature.

In order to determine the effects of surface activation
by Fe on the rate of TCP decomposition and C and P
deposition, the clean and Fe-activated SiC surfaces were
exposed to continuous fluxes of m-TCP at temperatures
of 500, 650, and 800 K. During the course of the
exposure to m-TCP, the composition of the surface was
monitored using AES. The uptake curves of C and P
were measured on the clean SiC surface, on surfaces
modified by different coverages of Fe and on surfaces
modified by different coverages of oxidized Fe.

m-TCP, (CH3C6H4O)3P@O, at 97% purity was pur-
chased from Acros Organics. Before use, one fifth of the
sample volume was evaporated from the sample vial for
purification. Iron pentacarbonyl, Fe(CO)5, at 99%
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purity was obtained from Aldrich Chemical Company
and was purified by freeze–pump–thaw cycles using a
gas manifold before introduction into the UHV cham-
ber. The purity of all chemicals was verified by their
mass spectra. The Fe(CO)5 sample vial was kept in a
Dewar flask containing ice water when not in use.
Fe(CO)5 is known to undergo thermal decomposition to
deposit Fe on metal and ceramic surfaces at tempera-
tures above 500 K [23–25].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fe/SiC and O/Fe/SiC surfaces

The compositions of the clean and Fe-activated SiC
surfaces have been determined using AES. Figure 1
shows the Auger spectra of the clean SiC surface, the Fe/
SiC surface and the oxidized Fe/SiC surface. The Auger
spectrum of the clean SiC surface reveals the Si peak at
88 eV and the C peak at 270 eV. The additional peaks at
213 and 510 eV reveal the presence of embedded Ar due

to sputtering and residual O, respectively. The C:Si
elemental ratio of the clean surface is roughly 1.2 as
determined using the Auger elemental sensitivities (0.35
for Si and 0.19 for C) at a primary beam voltage of 3 keV
[26]. This ratio indicates that the surface is slightly
enriched in carbon. Although this is not a stoichiometric
SiC surface, the cleaning process was chosen to give a
reproducible starting point for further study of the sur-
face chemistry. The Fe/SiC surface was produced by
exposure of the SiC surface to Fe(CO)5 at 2 � 10)8 Torr
for 12 min while annealing the SiC surface at 600 K. The
surface exhibits Fe peaks at 44, 596, 650 and 704 eV. The
Fe film thickness was determined to be dFe=2.6 Å using
the attenuation of the Si signal, as described below. In
addition, the decomposition of the Fe(CO)5 leads to a
slight increase in the C concentration relative to Si and
some O deposition. The Fe/SiC surface was oxidized by
heating to 800 K and exposure to O2 at a pressure of
2 � 10)8 Torr for 5 min. Oxidation of the Fe/SiC sur-
face results in an increase in the intensity of the oxygen
peak at 510 eV. In addition, there is an obvious change in
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Figure 1. Auger spectra of SiC, Fe/SiC and O/Fe/SiC surfaces. The clean SiC surface was obtained by the 1.0 kV Ar+ ion sputtering for 50 min

at 200 K followed by annealing at 850 K for 5 min. The Fe/SiC surface was produced by exposure of the SiC surface to Fe(CO)5 at 2 � 10)8 Torr

for 12 min with the surface at 600 K. The Fe film thickness was determined to be dFe=2.6 Å. Subsequent oxidation of the surface was performed

by exposure to O2 at a pressure 2 � 10)8 Torr for 5 min with the surface at 800 K.
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the shape of the Si peak and the appearance of a small
peak at 63 eV. Sneh et al. reported AES spectra during
SiO2 growth on Si(100), which showed the 63 eV peak of
stoichiometric SiO2 and the O (KLL) feature at 509 eV
[27]. The appearance of the 63 eV peak after oxidation of
the Fe/SiC surface indicates that some of the surface Si
was oxidized. In addition, we expect that the Fe was
oxidized although that is difficult to demonstrate on the
basis of Auger spectra.

The Fe film thickness, dFe, was estimated using the
attenuation of the intensity of the Si Auger signal, ISi,
from the SiC substrate and the following equation [28].

ISi ¼ I0Si � exp
�dFe

kFeðESiÞ � cosh

� �
ð1Þ

The terms in this expression are as follows: I0Si is the Si
Auger intensity of clean SiC substrate, dFe is the thick-
ness of the Fe film, kFe(ESi) is the mean free path
through Fe of Si Auger electrons with a kinetic energy of
ESi=88 eV, and h is the angle between the surface
normal and the direction of electron detection. The
detection angle of our CMA (PHI model 15–155) is
h=42�. Reported measurements of electron mean free
paths indicate that Si electrons with a kinetic energy of
ESi=88 eV have a mean free path through Fe of
kFe(ESi)=5.0 Å [29,30]. Equation (1) then yields
dFe ¼ 3:7lnðI0Si=ISiÞ. The underlying assumption in using
this expression to determine the Fe film thickness from
the Auger spectra is that the Fe is distributed evenly
across the surface rather than growing in the form of
clusters. If Fe grows in the form of clusters then
equation (1) will only provide a rough estimate of the
average Fe film thickness. Although Fe film growth has
not been studied on SiC surfaces it has been studied on
Si. Fe films grown to thicknesses of a few monolayers
on clean Si(100) substrates exhibit island growth at low
coverages followed by coalescence into a continuous
film at high coverages [31–35]. In the study of the initial
stages of Fe CVD onto Si(100), its morphology is
characterized by formation of small clusters. Because
the activation barrier for thermal decomposition of the
Fe precursor on Fe is lower than that for decomposition
on Si, deposition of the Fe on existing Fe clusters
proceeds faster than nucleation on Si. Thus, three-
dimensional Fe growth is kinetically favored over layer-
by-layer growth in the initial stages of Fe CVD onto
Si(100). However, the nucleation rate increases with
increasing substrate temperature in the range 388–
483 K, giving a higher density of stable nuclei, resulting
in smaller island sizes and a smoother steady-state
surface morphology. Previous STM and X-ray reflec-
tivity measurements have shown that the average cluster
density increases with increasing substrate temperature
[31,33]. The deposition temperature of 600 K used in
this work may result in small dense clusters distributed
across the surface.

The decomposition of m-TCP has been studied on
Fe/SiC surfaces oxidized by low pressure exposure to O2

gas with the surface held at 600 K. The stoichiometric
oxides of Fe that might be produced include Fe3O4,
Fe2O3 and FeO. In order to understand which oxidation
state of Fe was produced by this treatment, we have
reviewed previous work on the oxidation of Fe under
UHV conditions. Previous studies have suggested that
FeO formation is favored at low O2 exposures (�10 L)
with surface temperatures of <800 K [36–38]. In our
work, the O2 exposure to the Fe/SiC surface was �6 L
at 800 K, suggesting that the oxidation state of the Fe
on our SiC surface is predominantly FeO. This sugges-
tion is supported by the O/Fe AES peak ratio. Langell et
al. reported an O/Fe AES peak ratio of 4.1 for an
Fe2O3-like surface composition and a ratio of 3.7 for an
Fe3O4-like surface composition [39]. The O/Fe AES
peak ratio observed in our studies was 1.1 for the O/Fe/
SiC surfaces, which would be consistent with the for-
mation of FeO. Understanding the oxidation state of the
Fe on our surface is complicated by the fact that the
Auger spectra indicate that some of the oxygen is pres-
ent in the form of SiO2. This would reduce the O/Fe
ratio in the iron oxide and thus strengthens the sugges-
tion that the oxidation state of the Fe is FeO.

3.2. TPRS of m-TCP on SiC and Fe/SiC surfaces

Temperature programmed reaction spectroscopy has
been used to probe the mechanism of m-TCP decom-
position on the clean SiC surface and the Fe/SiC sur-
face. This work has been aimed primarily at identifying
the species produced by m-TCP decomposition and the
temperature ranges in which they desorb from the sur-
face. Figure 2 illustrates the TPR spectra of one
monolayer of m-TCP on the clean SiC surface.
Desorption spectra obtained following increasing
exposures to m-TCP have revealed that an exposure of
�2 min using the high molecular weight doser is suffi-
cient to deposit one monolayer of m-TCP on the surface.
Higher exposures lead to desorption of m-TCP multi-
layers during heating. The TPR spectra were generated
by monitoring the signals at m/q=2 (H2

+), 28 (CO+),
91 (CH3C6H4

+), 92 (CH3C6H5
+) and 107

(CH3C6H4O
+) during heating at 2 K/s. m-TCP itself

has ionization fragments at m/q=91 (CH3C6H4
+), 92

(CH3C6H5
+) and 107 (CH3C6H4O

+). The desorption
features at 260 K indicate molecular desorption of
m-TCP. The broad desorption peaks at 645 K for
fragments with m/q=91 and 92 reveal toluene desorp-
tion. The TPR spectra of H2 and CO increase above
500 K. Allendorf et al. studied the adsorption and
desorption of hydrogen atoms on a polycrystalline SiC
surface [40]. They observed that hydrogen recombines
and desorbs as H2 on the polycrystalline SiC surface
producing peaks at 975 and 1130 K. They suggested
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that the unusually broad width of the desorption peaks
is due to a distribution of surface binding energies for H
atoms. In our spectra, the TPR spectra of H2 and CO
continue to increase in intensity up to T=1000 K
without the appearance of resolvable peaks. It is not
certain whether this desorption comes from the SiC
surface or from the sample holder as it heats up. The
conclusion to be drawn from the TPR spectra is that on
the SiC surface, some m-TCP desorbs molecularly while
the remainder decomposes through C–O bond scission
to form tolyl groups which can be hydrogenated to
toluene at T=645 K.

Fe has been deposited on the SiC surface in order to
activate the surface towards decomposition of vapor
phase lubricants such as m-TCP. The TPR spectra of m-
TCP on the Fe/SiC surface shown in figure 3 are clearly
different from the TPR spectra of m-TCP on the clean
SiC surface. While the SiC substrate is unreactive, the
deposition of an Fe film has activated the surface for
m-TCP decomposition. Toluene evolves into the gas
phase over a temperature range of 300–500 K, while CO
desorbs over the temperature range 300–450 K. There is

a small H2 desorption peak observed at 560 K. The
temperature range over which toluene, and H2 desorb is
similar to that observed on the clean Fe surface in pre-
vious work [17]. On the clean Fe surface, decomposition
of m-TCP was observed to lead to desorption of toluene
in peaks at 355 and 500 K, desorption of H2 at 550 K,
and desorption of CO at 700 K. Thus the Fe/SiC surface
has some similarities to the bare Fe surface and the
deposition of Fe has clearly activated the SiC surface for
m-TCP decomposition. The primary difference between
the Fe and Fe/SiC surfaces is the desorption of CO
which appears to occur at higher temperature on the
clean Fe surface than on the Fe/SiC surface. It is pos-
sible that the C in the SiC is oxidized by the oxygen
liberated by the decomposition of the m-TCP and that
this can occur at lower temperatures than the oxidation
of C on the Fe surface. On the Fe/SiC surface the
majority of the m-TCP decomposes through C–O bond
cleavage to form tolyl intermediates which can be
hydrogenated to toluene at T=300–500 K. Subse-
quently, tolyl groups decompose further to CxHy frag-
ments, which desorb as H2 and CO at 600–800 K. The
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Figure 2. TPR spectra of m-TCP on the SiC surface for ionization fragments with m/q=2 (H2

+), 28 (CO+), 91 (CH3C6H4
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+)

and 107 (CH3C6H4O
+). The m-TCP coverage was �1 ML. The sample heating rate was 2 K/s. On the SiC surface, some m-TCP desorbs

molecularly at 260 K, while the remainder decomposes through C–O bond cleavage to produce tolyl intermediates, CH3C6H4
+, which are

hydrogenated to desorb as toluene at T=645 K.
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primary point is that the kinetics of m-TCP decompo-
sition on the Fe/SiC surface are different from those on
the SiC surface and that decomposition appears to occur
at lower temperatures.

Auger spectroscopy has been used to monitor the
composition of the surface during Fe deposition and
following m-TCP decomposition. Figure 4 shows the
Auger spectra of the clean SiC surface, the Fe/SiC sur-
face and both surfaces after TPRS of m-TCP. Initially,
the C:Si elemental ratio is 1.2 on the SiC surface, as
determined from the Auger elemental sensitivities (0.35
for Si, 0.19 for C, and 0.53 for P at a primary beam
voltage of 3 keV) [26]. After the TPRS of m-TCP on the
SiC surface, the C:Si and P:Si elemental ratios are 2.1
and 0.03, revealing an increase of 80% in the surface
carbon composition. The signal due to P is negligible on
the clean SiC surface but can be observed in the AES
spectrum of the surface after decomposition of m-TCP.
Thus the Auger spectra reveal that there has been some
decomposition of m-TCP on the SiC surface. After the
TPRS of m-TCP on the Fe/SiC surface, the C:Si and

P:Si elemental ratios are 3.8 and 0.04, respectively,
indicating a greater degree of decomposition on the Fe/
SiC surface than on the clean SiC surface. Both TPRS
and AES results indicate that there is more decompo-
sition of m-TCP on the Fe/SiC surface than on the clean
SiC surface, leading to greater C and P deposition.

3.3. C/P film deposition rates during m-TCP exposure

In order to demonstrate the potential for use of Fe
modification as a means of activating the SiC surface for
VPL, we have studied the uptake of C and P onto the
surface during exposure to m-TCP. By comparing the
uptake rates on the clean SiC and the Fe/SiC surfaces we
are able to observe the effects of Fe activation directly.
In addition, we have examined the effects of Fe oxida-
tion on its ability to activate the decomposition of
m-TCP. Under conditions of VPL, surfaces are exposed
continuously to compounds such as m-TCP that
decompose to deposit lubricous films. We have
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desorb as toluene at T=300–500 K.
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attempted to mimic this process by exposing the SiC,
Fe/SiC, and O/Fe/SiC surfaces to m-TCP at elevated
temperatures while using Auger spectroscopy to moni-
tor the deposition of C and P onto the surfaces. Figure 5
illustrates the Auger spectra of the O/Fe/SiC surface
after TCP exposure times in the range 0–15 min with the
surface at 500 K. For reference, exposures of �2 min
are needed to adsorb 1 ML of m-TCP with the surface
at low temperature. The Auger spectra of the surface
after m-TCP exposure clearly reveal the presence of P
and an increase in the coverage of C, indicating thermal
decomposition of m-TCP. The C and P Auger peaks
increase in intensity, while those of Si and Fe decrease
with increasing m-TCP exposure. The shape of the C
peak observed following decomposition of m-TCP on
the O/Fe/SiC surface suggests the formation of a layer
of graphitic carbon on the surface [41,42]. Clearly, the
SiC surface modified by the presence of oxidized Fe has
been activated for m-TCP decomposition.

In order to study the evolution of the surface com-
position during exposure to m-TCP, the Auger signals
have been monitored as a function of time during m-

TCP exposure to several different surfaces at tempera-
tures in the range T=500–800 K. Figure 6 shows the
evolution of the Si, P, C, O and Fe concentrations as a
function of time during exposure of the O/Fe/SiC sur-
face at T=500 K. The concentration of each element is
estimated from the Auger peak-to-peak intensities
scaled by their Auger elemental sensitivities (0.35 for Si,
0.53 for P, 0.19 for C, 0.51 for O and 0.21 for Fe at a
primary beam energy of 3 keV). In this case it is the Fe
peak at 650 eV that has been monitored as a function of
time. The C and P coverages increase, while the O, Fe,
and Si coverages decrease with increasing m-TCP
exposure. The decrease in the apparent coverages of Fe
and Si are attributed to screening of their Auger signals
as C and P are deposited onto the SiC surface.

As mentioned earlier, it has been suggested that a
carbon containing polyphosphate film generated by TCP
decomposition is necessary for effective VPL [7,9,10].
The hypothesis motivating this work has been that an Fe
film on the SiC surface can accelerate the formation of
such a lubricous film. In order to verify this hypothesis,
we have focused on the differences between the C/P film
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Figure 4. Auger spectra of the clean SiC surface, the Fe/SiC surface, and both surfaces after TPRS of m-TCP. The Fe/SiC surface was activated

by the exposure of the SiC surface to Fe(CO)5 at 2 � 10)8 Torr for 12 min with the surface at 600 K. The Fe film thickness was determined to be

dFe=3.0 Å. TPR spectra were obtained with m-TCP coverages of �1 ML. The increases in the C and P concentrations following m-TCP

decomposition are greater on the Fe/SiC surface than on the SiC surface.
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thicknesses on the SiC surface and the Fe/SiC surface.
The experiments were performed using two different Fe
film thicknesses on the SiC surfaces (one greater than 2 Å
and another less than 2 Å) and exposing these to m-TCP
at three different temperatures (500, 650, and 800 K).
During exposure of the SiC surface to m-TCP, both C
and P were deposited onto the surface and the growth of
their film thicknesses were measures of the rates of
m-TCP decomposition. Figure 7 shows the thickness of
the C/P film during exposure of clean SiC, Fe/SiC, and
O/Fe/SiC surfaces to m-TCP at 500 K. Employing the
same method used in estimating the thickness of Fe films,
the thickness of the C/P film, dC/P, was estimated using
the following equation and the attenuation of the
intensity of the Si Auger signal, ISi, from the SiC sub-
strate during the deposition of the C/P film [28].

ISi ¼ I0Si � exp
�dC=P

kC=PðESiÞ � cosh

� �
ð2Þ

The terms in the expression above are as follows: I0Si is
the Si AES signal before any exposure to TCP (but with

deposited Fe), kC=PðESiÞ is the mean free path of the Si
Auger electrons with a kinetic energy of ESi=88 eV
(5.0 Å [29,30]) through the C/P film, and h is the angle
between the surface normal and the direction of electron
detection (h=42�). This equation then yields
dC=P ¼ 3:7lnðI0Si=ISiÞ. The thickness of the C/P film, dC/P,
does not include the attenuation due to the presence of
Fe because the initial Si Auger signals, I0Si, were mea-
sured after Fe deposition but before exposure to TCP.

The C/P film thickness curves illustrated in Figure 7
clearly reveal two trends in the deposition rates. The
presence of the Fe film does not have a significant effect
on the TCP decomposition rate when the Fe film is
�1 Å thick but does exhibit an effect when the Fe film
thickness exceeds �2 Å. Then rate of deposition onto
the Fe/SiC surfaces is significantly greater than on the
clean SiC surface. What is more interesting is the fact
that the rates of deposition onto the oxidized Fe/SiC
surfaces are greater than onto the clean SiC and the Fe/
SiC surfaces indicating that the activity for decomposi-
tion of m-TCP follows the order:
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Figure 5. Auger spectra of the O/Fe/SiC surface after TCP exposures of 0, 2, 4, 10, and 15 min while heating the surface at 500 K. The exposure

to m-TCP used conditions that deposit �1 ML in 2 min. The C and P Auger peaks increase, while those from Si and Fe decrease with increasing

m-TCP exposure.
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clean SiC < Fe/SiC < O/Fe/SiC

This result is consistent with those of previous studies
which have shown that TCP reactivity with Fe increases
with increasing oxidation state of the Fe. Those studies
have shown that the reaction rates of m-TCP on
different Fe oxides follow the order:

Fe < FeO <Fe3O4 or Fe2O3

[43]. In our case, the conditions under which the Fe
films were oxidized are consistent with the formation
of FeO. Presumably, additional oxidation of the Fe
films on our SiC surfaces would further enhance the
rate of TCP decomposition. The m-TCP decomposi-
tion experiments illustrated in Figure 7 have also been
performed at surfaces temperatures of 650 and 800 K.
The uptake curves obtained at those temperatures
reveal the same relative reactivities of the different
surfaces.

4. Conclusions

Thin Fe films can be deposited on the surface of SiC
by exposure to Fe(CO)5 with the surface at a tempera-
ture of �600 K. Once activated by the deposition of Fe,
the SiC surfaces will decompose vapor phase lubricants
such as m-TCP in a manner similar to their decompo-
sition on the Fe surface. The Fe/SiC surface is further
activated by oxidation of the Fe film. These results
suggest that surface activation by Fe CVD might be a
viable approach to the VPL of ceramics. Fe CVD could
be accomplished from the vapor phase and in conjunc-
tion with VPL by using high vapor pressure Fe
containing compounds such as Fe(CO)5.
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